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Parts of Speech: Karel
Martens as Scavenger

by Ryan Waller

Karel
Martens: Untitled,

2016, letterpress
monoprint on found
card, 7 by 5 inches.

Courtesy P!, New York.

On a recent tour of one of Donald Judd’s many studios in Marfa,

Texas, I noticed a set of twenty or so folders that would normally

hang inside a filing cabinet. They were all clearly labeled, but instead

of being confined to a metal box, they were spread horizontally on a

bookshelf, so that every file was immediately accessible without

sorting. Judd displayed all the objects he created and owned. He even

framed and hung his sketches. 

The artist’s method of organizing and arranging struck me as

particularly relevant today. Though Judd wasn't one to throw it all

out, he was especially careful to avoid acquiring junk. Now The Life
Changing Magic of Tidying Up, Marie Kondo’s 2014 book on

decluttering and organizing, is a bestseller, and James Altucher

makes a career as a lifestyle guru talking about how he can live with

fifteen things in his bag and sleep on couches. Austere advice on

achieving simplicity by discarding personal effects has become a

quickly growing selfhelp subgenre. But the luxury of choosing to

live this way is out of reach for many of us. Karl Lagerfeld may

claim that “the most important piece of furniture in a house is the

garbage can,” but for most of us slobs, the things we keep help us
make sense of our own complexities.

Karel Martens collects garbage. He has for almost fifty years.

Martens finds and keeps small pieces of metal of particular shapes

and heights—industrial byproducts with a specific, but unknown

function—and uses them in monoprinting, a kind of printmaking that

produces a unique original rather than multiples. Two pieces of

Martens’s garbage became the conjoined shapes on the cover of the

2016 edition of A.i.A.’s Annual Guide. The shapes are vaguely

typographic. They could be J’s, or L’s, or 7’s, but maybe they aren’t.
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